The CorTek™ service core construction system is "the Faster • Cost Competitive• Safer • Higher Quality alternative to conventional cast-in-place, pre-cast and masonry methods of core construction."
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

- Factory built cores
- Shipped ready to install
- Minimize costly site time
- Easily stackable
- 12-story capability
EASY ON-SITE INSTALLATION

- Stair rails ship inside cores
- Begin setting steel right away
- No waiting on core curing
CorTek™ is already bringing value to several projects.

How can we add value to your projects?
CONNECTIONS FOR FLOOR AND ROOF FRAMING ARE PRE-INSTALLED
FACTORY-BUILT, HIGH TOLERANCE, ALL-STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CUSTOM-BUILT TO THE INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS OF EACH PROJECT
SAFER, EARLIER, AND MORE EFFICIENT TRADE ACCESS TO FLOORS.
THE CORTEK™ PROCESS

1. Stack cores
2. Connect steel + continue erecting the structure
3. Pour concrete inside core walls while you erect
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

• Stair wells
• Elevator shafts
• TBD
COMMERCIAL + RESIDENTIAL

- Highly effective
- Adds value to any structure
- TBD
MULTIPLE FINISH OPTIONS

• As is, or apply any standard wall finish
• Drywall, laminate, etc.
• The choice is YOURS
Choose CorTek™, the
Faster • Cost Competitive • Safer • Higher Quality
method of building a service core.